The sun’s rays are my motion
Alex Lee
How is it that a body with a mind, no steps
to climb, can quiver at the other’s bony fingers?
Says
I wear doll hands, hung
To dry like a plane flying east.
Hands on my temples press the dragging wake
Into a sleep of falsely soldered
lead
us naked and those with poor peripheral sightlines can be attacked so cleanly, naked
like a knife rubbed down its edge
from top to bottom and reverse, to ask
when might the blaring day slide into night?
when illness strikes the sick with its spring tide.
Says
I wear a mustache made of human hair,
And as it swells in threads of black and white,
And as the sides are etched in lines of sight,
I know the third who speaks in astral
planes
in a dark ballroom i inched my back into the minuteness
of a defunct radiator the color of—
two shadows obscure
definition as they dance concentric circles
and they've really practiced but my eyes reverse to read
the book-ends of the radiator and on them this title:
two crumpled socks (or gilded rocks), this title glued to the wall
of a washing machine
Says
Where serif meets semantics,
I wear the gilded rock, a ring
for beating, a bell for ringing.

Concentric circles stitch the threads as one,
but the clouds are a tough elastic—trying
to pry them apart is like taking a butter knife
to five webbed
seams
the lightbulb's been out
for a ride and when gone we whisper
and instruct our bodies telepathically to climb steps
down into Charon's musty basement but the thin square
below the floor tells us its tempo, in time:
when is it time to see the moon alight?
when planes can see themselves aloft at night.
Say
I wear Carly like a thin plate of light
Holds the door, dark, above it. Inside
The slop of water on the clawfoot tub
Means
The shower is used.
The shadow, I think, means
Where am I but in the silent night?

